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IMPORTANT LEGAL NOTICE 

PLEASE READ THIS DISCLAIMER SECTION CAREFULLY. YOU ARE 
STRONGLY ADVISED TO CONSULT YOUR LEGAL, FINANCIAL, TAX OR 
OTHER PROFESSIONAL ADVISOR(S).  

GALLACTIC Technologies considers compliance with all applicable laws, regulations and 
best practices with an utmost importance. 

Our marketed services are designed and structured and marketed with both in house and 
external counsel guidance. 

GALLACTIC in houseCrowdfund Legal advisor is available at your convenience on 
Telegram (@JLGustave). 

This White Paper in its current form is being circulated by GALLACTIC Technologies  
(“GALLACTIC”) for general information and to invite contributions only on the 
GALLACTIC platform as presently conceived. It is subject to review and revision by the 
directors of GALLACTIC, the board of advisors and/or legal advisors of GALLACTIC. Please 
do not replicate or distribute any part of this White Paper without this section in 
accompaniment. The information set forth below may not be exhaustive and no part of this 
White Paper is intended to create legal relations between a recipient of this White Paper 
and GALLACTIC or to be legally binding or enforceable by such recipient against 
GALLACTIC. An updated version of this White Paper may be published on a date to be 
determined and announced by GALLACTIC in due course.  

Prospective recipients of GALLACTIC Tokens should carefully consider and evaluate all 
risks and uncertainties associated with GALLACTIC and its business and operations, the 
GALLACTIC Tokens, the GALLACTIC platform or protocol, and the initial token sales 
(‘ITS’), and all information set out in this White Paper and the T&Cs prior to any purchase 
of the GALLACTIC Tokens. If any of such risks and uncertainties develops into actual events, 
the business, financial condition, results of operations and prospects of GALLACTIC could 
be materially and adversely affected. In such cases, you may lose all or part of the value of 
the GALLACTIC Tokens. Please click this link for more details XXXXX 
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1! ABSTRACT 

Blockchain technology has brought a number of promises to the world and has exceeded 
expectations from the critics when it comes to the global disruption and transformation of 
financial services. Blockchain technology has changed the way industries like Finance, 
Healthcare, Consumer Goods and Governments operate. 

With this in mind, GALLACTIC is bringing the next generation of blockchain technology to 
the public. We are committed to delivering a platform that empowers its users. 

The GALLACTIC Blockchain Project focuses on empowering users and solving the 
limitations of current blockchain implementations. There are many forms of freedom that 
GALLACTIC can provide, powered by our next-generation consensus technology, we aim 
to provide virtually unlimited scalability and unprecedented configurability that allows 
blockchain entrepreneurs to power their ideas and build a new standard in decentralized 
applications. 

We believe GALLACTIC is in the best position to revolutionize a global scenario that is 
fraught with an ever-expanding myriad of pressing and unfulfilled needs. It is time to bring in 
a robust and best-in-class blockchain that lives up to the initial promise that has been 
extended to online and open source communities over the last few years. 

2! EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

We are at the beginning of a new age of technological advancement similar to that of the 
‘.com’ era where the sceptics did not fully understand the internet and its potential. Fast 
forward 25 years and the world cannot function without it. Blockchain has similar promise, 
in years to come it may define how we conduct business, share valuable information and  
drive commerce and the way we transact with one another on fundamental levels. 

While Blockchain technology isn’t simple, the basic idea isn’t too hard to understand. 
Blockchain is effectively a database that’s validated by a decentralized community using high 
grade security and sound mathematics, rather than a central authority. It is a collection of 
records that a network oversees and maintains via the rules of consensus , rather than 
relying on a single entity.. A public blockchain’s data is managed by tens of thousands of 
peers which keeps the consensus mechanism and validation robust and secure. 

Each “block” holds a number of transactional records, and these “blocks” are “chained” 
together using unique identifiers produced via a hash function. As new blocks are organized 
from transactional records, the data and information of each transaction is confirmed by a 
distributed network of computers and hashed and linked to the previous entry in the chain, 
thereby creating a chain of blocks, or a blockchain. 

The entire blockchain dataset as well as the validation and organization data is retained on 
a large network of computers, meaning that no one person has control over its historical 
data This is an important point, because it guarantees that every transaction which has been 
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processed and stored on the chain prior cannot be changed or manipulated by a single 
person or entity.  

This means the blockchain as a public ledger cannot be easily tampered with, giving it a built-
in layer of protection that isn’t possible with a standard, centralized database of information. 

Traditionally we have needed central authorities to provide central trust for transacting with 
other untrusted parties. But in turn it also meant that we had to rely on trusting those 
central authorities. However, the blockchain now makes it possible to have a large group of 
our peers guarantee trust for us in an automated and secure manner alleviating the need for 
reliance on centralized services. 

As the usefulness of blockchain for cases where the benefits of automated trust, robust 
immutable data storage, and fraud-proof/censor-proof executable code is quite apparent, it 
is still the case that blockchain as a technology has a long way to grow. 

With this in mind, in the fall of 2017, a group of highly skilled individuals with decades of 
combined experience in the finance, banking, technology, sales, digital infrastructure and 
blockchain industries planned to conceive, build and deploy the future of decentralized 
architecture. 

 

  

3! INTRODUCING  GALLACTIC 

Imagine a blockchain that has almost unlimited scalability, where speed of block resolution 
was mere seconds, where transaction costs could be reduced to become almost invisible, 
where trust and security hold the highest priority, and where users can configure their 
blockchain solutions to match exactly their requirements with a modular and agile 
architecture. A world where decentralized application become as invisible to the end user as 
opening a web browser or a mobile application.  

This is the world GALLACTIC is building, one block of trust at a time.  

We are striving to produce the technology of the now that will drive the trust of tomorrow. 
Our revolutionary blockchain technology is built on a robust Smart Chain architecture that 
has been engineered to cope with the strains that other blockchains are incapable of achieving.  

Our dedicated team of ‘trust engineers’ have conceived the future and are ready to change 
the way we use blockchains.  

We are proud to present our vision of the future. With GALLACTIC, we aim to become the 
leader in blockchain technology and decentralized architecture. 
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4! THE BLOCKCHAIN INDUSTRY 

4.1! Industry Adoption  

4.1.1! User Experience with Blockchain 

The global blockchain technology market is predicted to reach 339.5 million U.S. dollars in 
size and is forecast to grow to 2.3 billion U.S. dollars by 2021, this appears to be a very 
promising scenario. 

 

However, the usage of a blockchain is not a user-friendly concept designed for most people. 
It was initially designed for cryptography enthusiasts and professionals. On the other hand, 
when it comes to the actual end-users and laypeople, blockchain platforms haven’t been able 
to demonstrate a reliable, smooth, simple and secure experience to exchange different values 
and tokens. A combination of human error issues, the complexity of the experience and the 
non-interoperability of chains are a major problem for the end-user. For those reasons, many 
individuals and businesses don’t want to use the blockchain and are skeptical about its 
usability. 

4.1.2! Adoption and Inclusion Challenges 

Blockchain technology is still largely reserved for the tech savvy, while its benefits are widely 
recognized across the multiple large industry sectors. Yet despite the major benefits 
blockchain can provide it still has not achieved widespread adoption.  

The major challenges to mainstream adoption so far have been: 

`! A Lack of trust in Blockchain Technology. 
Blockchain technology in its current form is very difficult to use. To interact securely 
users must know how cryptographic public / private keys work, thow to keep these 
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keys safe, they must accept that all transactions have fees attached, they must know 
how to deploy and maintain local nodes, how to build transactions and submit them 
to the network, and how to query the network to see the results. Similary, developer 
have found a difficult time building on top of blockchain technology with its high 
learning curve, poor documentation, lack of tooling, and ever changing standards. 
Scalability and other bottlenecks in current the technology have created unnecessary 
hindrance and delays in in the development cycle that could be spent on optimizing 
performance and end user operability. 

`! Regulatory Environment. 
The regulatory environment is just starting to catch up with blockchain technology, 
but for a large part has slowed blockchains adoption and stifled its advancement and 
acceptance. As regulatory frameworks will become more established, more and more 
adoption of blockchain technology will occur for consumers, enterprises, and 
governments alike 

`! Lack of understanding and knowledge. 
Blockchain technology has yet to gain acceptance and mainstream understanding from 
governments and big financial players. The fear of replacing outdated yet trusted 
platforms that enable businesses has meant that the understanding of blockchain 
technology has been hindered. Blockchain technology has to significantly increase its 
awareness amongst end users and policy makers to achieve maximum adoption. For 
this to be achieved blockchain technology needs larger corporations and institutions 
to embrace the technology and rollout solutions to their users who do not even know 
that their security and privacy whilst using the services they utilize everyday are being 
protected by the blockchain powering their day to day tasks. 

`! Energy consuming consensus mechanisms 
The majority of current generation blockchains use proof-of-work (PoW) in order to 
achieve consensus. PoW involves the use of the computational power of a machine 
to solve the complex mathematical equations in order to verify a transaction and add 
it to a block. While this mechanism works well, as is witnessed in the Bitcoin network, 
it consumes a lot of energy. It has been reported that the miners who work to validate 
transactions on blockchains who employ Proof of Work consume approximately 0.32 
percent of all electricity produced globally each year. This unhealthy consensus 
methodology has huge global energy and environmental concerns. 

`! Costs 
Blockchain technology is an effective tool for reducing costs. It reduces fees associated 
with transferring value and can streamline operational processes. However, because 
it is a relatively new innovation, it is difficult to integrate it with legacy systems. 
Meaning an expensive affair that many corporations and governments will be unwilling 
to undertake. 

!  
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4.2! Limitations Of Existing Blockchains 

The science of cryptography, which has existed to some degree for millennia but in a formal 
and systematized form for less than fifty years, can be most simply defined as the study of 
communication in an adversarial environment.  

In a similar vein, we can define crypto-economics as a field that goes one step further: the 
study of economic interaction in an adversarial environment. To distinguish itself from 
traditional economics, which certainly studies both economic interaction and adversaries, 
crypto-economics generally focuses on interactions that take place over network protocols.  

With the tools of cryptography, blockchain is a truly revolutionary technology with the 
potential the change the landscape of large industry in many sectors. However, as a young 
technology it still has several technical limitations to overcome before widespread adoption. 

Of these, the most painful of issue facing the industry today include the following: 

4.2.1! Scalability Issues 

Scalability is the ability for blockchain to process transactions at a large scale to accommodate 
global usage. This is a problem for blockchains currently because all of the computers on the 
network must do all of the work of processing, validating, synchronizing, and coming to 
consensus for every single transaction. This is a lot of work and can take significant time to 
accomplish across global networks. The larger the set of validators on the network becomes, 
the slower this process of finalizing blocks gets. However, large validator sets are required 
for greater blockchain security. So what is the best way forward? Large validator sets, to keep 
the blockchain safe, or small sets to achieve faster processing?  

In other words, secure decentralization and scalability are currently at odds, but GALLACTIC 
has a solution around this problem.  

We have constructed a Smart Chain ecosystem that allows the possibility to clone and run 
new parallel networks. This allows linear horizontal scaling to any level. For example, let's 
assume that transaction levels on the Open Source Development Chain’s network are 
reaching consistent unsustainable levels. In this case, we can create another Open Source 
Development Chain in parallel, and hence have effectively doubled the transaction processing 
power of the original service. Newly created chains will need additional validators to support 
them, but through interoperation they can checkpoint their states on GALLACTIC to remain 
safe and healthy. 

 

4.2.2! Interoperability Issues 

Interoperability is the ability for a blockchain to to securely communicate with systems outside 
of itself. 
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Today, blockchain interoperability is quite difficult to achieve. It is a matter of having a 
network which must retain cryptographic security to operate properly, and allowing that 
network to import data from external sources safely. 

There are solutions such as Cosmos, Polkadot, and Plasma which are working on achieving 
this, but no solution is perfect and all have trade-offs.  

Other option to move value across chains, can be centralized/decentralized exchange, but 
this process is slow, can be expensive and can involve substantial counterparty risk. 

Fundamentally, there are currently two types of chain interoperability:  

`! Relaying messages about the state of one chain to another which includes one-to-
one pegging between chains, two-way pegging of tokens, or sidechains. 

`! Cross-chain atomic swaps which is the exchange of tokens between users across 
chains. 

 
GALLACTIC uses a unique sidechain strategy combined with a Plasma style transaction flow 
called Smart Chains to take most advantage of smart contract functionality to help facilitate 
cross-chain transaction. It allows secure cross-chain value transfer and more importantly 
cross-chain smart contracting. This methodology is used extensively for interoperation 
within the GALLACTIC ecosystem.  

For bridging to external protocols, our flexible node architecture allows a GALLACTIC 
Smart Chain to emulate any external protocol by establishing a lite client to validate external 
chain transactions and then integrating the external chain’s VM specifications to 
communicate seamlessly via smart contract between networks. 

4.2.3! Upgradeability Issues 

Flexibility & Upgradability are the ability for a blockchain to be configured exactly to match 
the business requirements of a project and the ability for a blockchain to adapt and adopt new 
technology in a competitive and evergrowning market. 

Blockchains do not upgrade easily. It takes a lot of work and a lot of agreement by all of the 
stakeholders to accomplish this task. In the blockchain space some upgrades are not 
backwards compatible with the old version and a hard fork is required. Hard forks deploy 
new code on a new network and from that point forward the new network has a different 
transaction history than the old fork and everyone must migrate from the old network to the 
new one if they want to support it.  

This process introduces a lot of uncertainty and can be be quite unstable and extra painful if 
there are bugs in the new fork. 

GALLACTIC uses its Smart Chain technology to facilitate smooth protocol upgrades. Smart 
Chains are essentially sidechains (with smart contracts), sidechains allow the process of 
upgrading to be far less risky and much easier. Smart Chains can be deployed separately and 
tested rigorously before any migration is necessary. In fact, migration is not necessary, a new 
Smart Chain fork with upgraded functionality can run alongside of the old fork in parallel and 
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once stable value can be transferred between the two at any time. User who support the old 
chain can remain there, and those who want to take advantage of the upgrade can move to 
the new chain freely. Both chains can exist happily side by side as long as some validators 
devote resources to maintaining them.  

In such cases, the old chain needs very little maintenance since it can easily checkpoint itself 
on the new chain and eventually the data of the old chain can be ‘fixed’ and integrated into 
the new chain’s ecosystem. 

4.2.4! High Transaction Costs 

The more popular a cryptocurrency gets, the more transactions there are. This has become 
a problem for traditional blockchain platforms to handle. 

On the bitcoin network, miners process transactions. In practice, a miner is incentivied to 
process the transaction with the highest fees first so paying higher transaction fees can let you 
jump the queue. If your transaction fees are too low, you risk never getting them processed. 
Additionally, when the network gets clogged full of transactions fees naturally go up as people 
pay more to get out of the traffic jam of overloaded transactions. this has the effect of letting 
the network recover since presumably less people will want to transact with the higher fee 
costs. 

All transactions, regardless of size, follow these rules. On occasion, bitcoin transaction fees 
have been known to top US$125. 

Ethereum has similar issues. It charges certain transaction fees in "gas", or Ether, per 
operation. When the network gets overloaded, fees increase to disincentivize people from 
conducting operations with the goal of reducing the backlog. 

In both cases it means that scalability contributes significantly to high transaction costs. Bitcoin 
sceptics have been pointing at bitcoin's scaling problem for a long time, and it looks like the 
recent surge in popularity may have pushed the number of users high enough that the scaling 
problem is becoming a noticeable issue. Which in turn affect the fee costs on the network. 

GALLACTIC has not abandoned the open market fee structure. However, handling scalability 
goes a long way to ensuring the network does not get overloaded by transactions for a 
sustained period. In addition to this, while GALLACTIC does adopt a per operation “gas” 
model similar to Ethereum, we only charge fees on operation that modify storage (since 
storage is the largest contributing cost to validators on the network). In this way, on average, 
GALLACTIC transaction fees will come much lower than those on the Ethereum network. 
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5! THE GALLACTIC BLOCKCHAIN PROJECT 

5.1! How Is GALLACTIC Different? 

In the Blockchain Industry that we know today, thousands of new and existing businesses 
are embracing blockchain technology due to the attractiveness of various technology-
initiated benefits such as a more efficient and transparent way for businesses to access data 
and information, coupled with the excitement of being accorded the opportunity to create 
new digital currencies. In this rapidly expanding scenario, GALLACTIC has uniquely 
positioned itself to capitalize on the increasingly sophisticated needs of blockchain adopters, 
with its robust and innovative blockchain architecture.  

`! The innovative way in which our engineers have built GALLACTIC enables us to 
have a rapidly increasing innovation curve and rapid deployment of new functionality 
from R&D to mainnet in release schedules that far exceed current blockchains in the 
marketplace today. 

`! Our technology enables us to help companies to enter the blockchain space with 
greatly reduced time and costs, enabling companies and industries to innovate on the 
platform easily and test their decentralized theories for future expansion. 

`! GALLACTIC utilizes our ground-up redesign of the consensus protocol. With our 
Byzantine Agreement Proof of Stake (BAPoS) model, we achieve a unified agreement 
on blocks in a highly efficient manner while retaining a large validator pool for 
network security.  

5.2! About The GALLACTIC Blockchain Project 

The GALLACTIC Blockchain Project is a future-facing project that involves the development 
of state-of-the art Blockchain Architecture - built with next-generation blockchain 
technology to support GALLACTIC’s Open Source Development Environment, Ecosystem 
and Interoperability Initiative. 

 

5.3! Purpose 

The successful development and deployment of the GALLACTIC architecture is aimed at 
resolving the previously mentioned pressing challenges and limitations of existing 
blockchains, while also addressing the gaps in support for new and existing blockchain 
adoption scenarios in both existing and new businesses. 
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5.4! Stakeholders (Users) 

The GALLACTIC Blockchain Project will serve 3 categories of Primary Stakeholders 
(Users): 

`! Open Source Community Members looking to fast-track their development projects 

`! Individuals who want to participate in the new digital economy and smart contract 
products and services within the GALLACTIC Blockchain Architecture 

`! Businesses which need a solid and innovative technology infrastructure to future-
proof their adoption of blockchain technology 

5.5! Project Scope 

The core technology scope of the GALLACTIC Blockchain Project focuses on developing 
the following architecture components with features & capabilities to be enjoyed by Project 
Stakeholders: 
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`! The GALLACTIC’s next-generation blockchain technology 

`! The GALLACTIC Ecosystem comprising: GALLACTIC (the GALLACTIC main 
network), internal Smart Chains (representing compartmentalized products and 
service verticals running on the GALLACTIC protocol), and external facing Smart 
Chains (representing chains that implement, integrate, and interoperate with 
external blockchain network protocols).  

`! An Open Source Development Environment comprising the Open Source 
Development Chain, Open Source Development Toolbox which will be geared to 
support the Open Source Development Community  

GALLACTIC’s Management Team, Technical Delivery Teams and Advisors have always been 
keen to pursue deeper involvement with start-ups (in the global blockchain community) to 
materialize growing ambitions to take passions & interests from ideation to 
commercialization. Nurturing such connections by including them in the Open Source 
Development Environment and GALLACTIC Ecosystem, GALLACTIC foresees itself adding 
significant value to the launching of promising projects in its Eco-System. 

5.6! Gallactic Blockchain Project Roadmap 

Having envisioned our Stakeholders (Users) being well served in the GALLACTIC 
blockchain architecture space, where mutually supportive relationships will solidify amongst 
developers, business owners, digital currency owners and entrepreneurs, the GALLACTIC 
Blockchain Project Roadmap was subsequently developed with their Use Case Scenarios in 
mind. We will to focus on building solutions for healthy ecosystems and interoperation while 
remaining agile in a competitive market. 

 

The GALLACTIC’s next-generation blockchain technology 

The GALLACTIC Ecosystem comprising: GALLACTIC (the GALLACTIC main 
network), internal Smart Chains (representing compartmentalized products and 
service verticals running on the GALLACTIC protocol), and external facing Smart 
Chains (representing chains that implement, integrate, and interoperate with 
external blockchain network protocols).  

An Open Source Development Environment comprising the Open Source 
Development Chain, Open Source Development Toolbox which will be geared to 
support the Open Source Development Community  

GALLACTIC’s Management Team, Technical Delivery Teams and Advisors have always been 
keen to pursue deeper involvement with start-ups (in the global blockchain community) to 
materialize growing ambitions to take passions & interests from ideation to 
commercialization. Nurturing such connections by including them in the Open Source 
Development Environment and GALLACTIC Ecosystem, GALLACTIC foresees itself adding 
significant value to the launching of promising projects in its Eco-System. 

5.6 GALLACTIC Blockchain Project Roadmap 

Having envisioned our Stakeholders (Users) being well served in the GALLACTIC 
blockchain architecture space, where mutually supportive relationships will solidify amongst 
developers, business owners, digital currency owners and entrepreneurs, the GALLACTIC 
Blockchain Project Roadmap was subsequently developed with their Use Case Scenarios in 
mind. We will to focus on building solutions for healthy ecosystems and interoperation while 
remaining agile in a competitive market. 

 

GALLACTIC will provide quarterly reports to update all stakeholders of the project 
regarding the roadmap updates. This will include current developments, forecast vs. current 
and latest updates. 

2018

2018

2019

2019

2020

2020

2017

Q4 2017, Q1 & Q2 2018

- Plans to Conceive, build, and
  deploy the future of decentralized
  architecture.

- Begins alpha development of
  of blockchain and tools

- Gallactic Public Chain
  ( testnet Launch )
- API Library
- Block Explorer
- Dapp Framework Beta

- Crowdsale
- GTX listed on global exchanges
- OS Dev Chain Beta

- OS Dev Advanced toolbox (Q3)
- Gallactic Public Chain 2.0 (Q4)
- Cosmos Smart Chain 1.0 (Q4)

- NEO Smart Chian 1.0 (Q1)
- Gallactic Public Chain 3.0 (Q2)

- Gallactic Public Chain 1.0 Mainnet
  Launch (Q1)
- Block Explorer 1.0 (Q1)
- OS Dev Chain Launch (Q2)
- Dapp/API 1.0 (Q.2)

- Ethereum Smart Chain 1.0 (Q1)
- Cardano Smart Chain 1.0 (Q3)
- Polkadot Smart Chain 1.0 (Q4)

THE GALLACTIC BLOCKCHAIN ROADMAP 
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GALLACTIC will provide quarterly reports to update all stakeholders of the project 
regarding the roadmap updates. This will include current developments, forecast vs. current 
and latest updates. 

6! GALLACTIC BLOCKCHAIN ARCHITECTURE 

 

 

The core technology initiatives of the GALLACTIC Blockchain Project will focus on 
delivering: 

`! the GALLACTIC Blockchain Technology implementation layer which includes 
interoperation protocol, robust consensus implementations, configurable storage 
options, support for multiple smart contract protocols, a fine grained permissioning 
system, and secure cryptographic account and system security. 

`! Using a configuration of the above technology the launch of GALLACTIC’s main 
network. 

`! GALLACTIC’s open source development platform and tool set. 

`! and the GALLACTIC Ecosystem of chains and interfaces:  

a! GALLACTIC digital wallet,  
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the GALLACTIC Blockchain Technology implementation layer which includes 
interoperation protocol, robust consensus implementations, configurable storage 
options, support for multiple smart contract protocols, a fine grained permissioning 
system, and secure cryptographic account and system security. 
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a! Dapp interfaces, 
a! GALLACTIC Open Source Development Chain 
a! a multitude of internal and external connecting Smart Chains 

7! GALLACTIC’S NEXT GENERATION 
BLOCKCHAIN TECHNOLOGY  

The GALLACTIC mainnet fills a specific role in the ecosystem by being the originating and 
moderating source for the GALLACTIC network token GTX, acting as the supporting 
network for ecosystem security, providing a template from future Smart Chain 
configurations, and being a facilitator of transactions and transfers between other Smart 
Chains. As such, the GALLACTIC mainnet must remain as robust and resilient as possible 
while maintaining a high level of performance. The following architecture highlights how each 
component of the GALLACTIC mainnet has been structured to achieve these goals. 

7.1! Consensus 

GALLACTIC employs a Proof of Stake (PoS) consensus mechanism. Unlike Proof of Work 
where large amounts of hardware and electricity are required to participate, PoS is instead 
based on validators staking and locking an amount of GTX tokens in escrow, thereby giving 
them the right to become a validator. If a validator is caught acting in a violating manner, 
their staked GTX are forfeit and will be destroyed; this process is called ‘token slashing’. 
The staking/slashing model gives validators a very large economic incentive to cooperate 
rather than cheat when acting in the validator role. 

To achieve this the GALLACTIC consensus engine relies partially on the open source 
Tendermint project. The Tendermint consensus engine is a highly performant Practical 
Byzantine Fault Tolerant (PBFT) consensus solution which is extremely modular/flexible and 
supports instant block finalization. Block times are between  2-4 seconds, it supports Proof 
of Stake for network security inherently, and it guarantees data consistency. Tendermint’s 
best attribute (in our estimation) is the inclusion of an ABCI layer which allows the 
consensus mechanism to be loosely coupled with the application layer. Hence, the 
Tendermint engine is data agnostic enabling any application logic to be consensed upon. 
Nonetheless, we feel that Tendermint alone has several shortcomings as a full-fledged public 
consensus engine. So, although Tendermint serves as the base for our own GALLACTIC 
consensus engine, there are significant changes that make our consensus model more robust. 
We have named this extended proof of stake model Byzantine Agreement Proof of Stake 
(BAPoS); the following paragraphs are a discussion of this model. 

For those familiar, the CAP theorem for distributed systems states that it is impossible for 
a distributed data store to simultaneously provide more than two out of the following three 
guarantees: consistency of receiving the most recent data for every network query, 
availability at all times of the system to answer a request for data, and tolerance of 
partitioning where the system may drop an arbitrary number of transactions between 
nodes but still operate. 

Tendermint favors consistency over availability, which means in the event of a network 
partition large enough to break Byzantine Fault Tolerance (more than ! of the network 
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consensus power), the Tendermint engine will not fork (which is normally how availability 
is achieved in such cases), instead it will halt. This mechanism is very good for maintaining 
100% consistency of the historical data on a chain and avoids and possibility of 
reorganizations. 

In our estimation this is a huge advantage because it means that data on the blockchain is 
guaranteed to be truly immutable, that is to say, there is no possibility that data will be 
changed at a future date because a longer (or heavier) fork was found. It also means that all 
data is instantly finalized, and the network is not subject to several possible attacks that 
threaten other networks.   

However, chain halting is highly undesirable unless there also exists a trustless way to 
recover from when forking occurs by choosing a branch to continue on in a decentralized 
manner. Thus far, Tendermint’s native solution is that a coalition of validators vote in an 
offline forum to choose which branch to adopt. This is not decentralized and involves a large 
degree of real world trust that the validators will make the proper choice. This is suboptimal 
since it does not leverage the protocol itself to make this decision but instead relies on 
trusting the actions of possible bad actors.  

Additionally, to stay performant, Tendermint requires that less than 100 validators 
participate in any single round of the consensus process. Such a small number of validators 
could put the network at security risk, since an attacker could control as a coalition, disrupt, 
DDoS, or otherwise compromise !+ of these nodes at a relatively low costs to themselves 
(when compared to the costs of disrupting large public networks with tens of thousands of 
validation nodes like Bitcoin, or Ethereum). 

To accommodate these shortcomings GALLACTIC has adopted several innovation 
advancements which will add robustness and retain performance to its consensus engine. 
Additionally, there are several known issues that can arise in a Proof of Stake consensus 
model which we have addressed below. These include: 

Nothing at Stake - whereby validators can vote for multiple blocks at a single height even if 
those blocks are inconsistent. 

Long Range Attacks - where a coalition of validators can act badly and then exit from 
participation without recourse 

 Partition Attacks - where an adversary can force a network partition by censoring traffic 
between nodes on the network 

7.1.1! Validator Set Model 

Practical Byzantine Fault Tolerance requires strictly greater than " of the voting power in 
the network to be truthfully participating to achieve consensus in any single round. This 
means up to just under ! of the validation power could be controlled by bad or non-
participating actors and the network can still find consensus.  

Assuming uniform distribution of voting power across all nodes, and if our validator set is 
limited to only 100 nodes or less (as it is in native Tendermint), it becomes far more likely 
for a fault to occur since only 33.33 of the nodes need to be compromised. In fact, this is 
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the best-case scenario since - on traditional PoS models - we cannot guarantee uniformity 
of staking power between nodes. More likely in an open system where vote power is directly 
linked to a node’s proportion of the network stake 10 or less nodes could easily control 
33.33% of the voting power. This is a significant security risk and should be addressed. 

To help mitigate this, GALLACTIC has implemented a 2-tier validation model. On the first 
tier of participation (the validation pool tier) there is no limit to the number of participants.  
Validation pool participants are required to stake a minimum number of GTX to gain the 
right to be “possible” acting validators in any given block round. This validation pool tier 
promotes a large and robust number of staked nodes, largely mitigating a coalition attack 
whereby nefarious actors compromise more than ! of the network either by controlling it 
directly or attack it elsewise. 

The second tier (the validator set), is comprised of validation pool participants who have 
entered through a process of self-selection via a verifiable random function (VRF) and are 
later removed from the validator set by the protocol based primarily on three factors: i) the 
influx of new incoming entrants each round, ii) maintaining a maximum number of target 
nodes in the validator set, and iii) the time a node has already spent in the validator set. 

In cryptography, a VRF is a pseudo-random function that provides publicly verifiable proofs 
of its output’s validity. In this way, participants can randomly self-select with cryptographic 
assurance that they are not manipulating their chances for selection. This means that a 
validation pool participant who broadcasts an invalid self-selection result at any time has 
their stake slashed by the protocol and they are removed from the validation pool 
immediately. Whereas, valid self-selection transactions result in the node being accepted 
into the validator set. 

To maintain a fair chance of entry into the validator set for any given node, the probability 
of self-selection from the validation pool to the validator set is weighted equal to that of the 
participant’s staked GTX in ratio to the total staked GTX in the validation pool, e.g., if a 
validation pool participant has staked 1% of the total validation pool stake, then they have a 
1% chance of self-selecting for each block round (by submitting a self-selection transaction 
to the network each round). All successful and valid self-selection transaction are admitted 
into the validator set.  

Participants who have made it into the validator set remain there for a number of voting 
rounds/blocks. As new participants are elected into the validator set those who have been 
in the set the longest are removed. In some cases, if a participant has been proven to have 
acted in a Byzantine manner, then they can be removed from the set prematurely. Generally, 
the removal of nodes from the validator set is based on a maximum node target, which 
should be maintained each round. 

 

7.1.2! Decoupling Voting Power from Staking and Leader Selection - 

One big criticism against PoS algorithms is that current versions link staked token amounts 
together with voting power and the probability of obtaining validation rewards through 
leader selection. This structure creates a long-term feedback loop: i) participants are 
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included in eligibility for leadership of validation based on their staked tokens, ii) leaders 
collect fees for validation, iii) those fees can be added to their stake, further increasing their 
voting power and making it more likely that they will be selected as validation leader to 
collect more fees, iv) ad infinitum… This promotion of economic centralization within the 
system actually introduces a security risk since it increases the chance for validators to 
gather enough tokens over a long period of time to leverage an attack on the network if 
they were so inclined. 

To mitigate against this kind of possible long-range attack, many recent projects (Neo and 
Cosmos for example) have opted for a two-token model: one token for staking and one 
token for network fees. However, this approach has its own trade-offs and complicates an 
already complex process. 

7.1.3! Vote Power: 

Instead, GALLACTIC has decided to retain the single token model but decouple voting 
power from staking. Hence, once participation in the validator set for a round is secured, a 
participant’s vote power is not determined by their proportion of tokens being staked, it is 
determined by the number of nodes voting in that round. That is to say, all nodes in the 
validator set have uniform voting power every round (unless their power has been reduced 
due to inactivity - see the following section). 

For example, if a round has exactly 90 nodes in the validator set, each node will have a vote 
of 1, and therefore will also have 1/90th of the total voting power for that round. This even 
distribution of voting power ensures that any node (even if it has a large portion of the 
validation pool stake), has the same voting rights as any other, making the protocol maximally 
robust to coalition or partition attacks, since compromising ! of vote power also entails 
compromising ! of the nodes. As mentioned, in previous PoS models a ! compromise 
could be accomplished by targeting (or controlling) far fewer nodes. 

On top of this, because the validator set is randomly self-selected from the much larger 
validator pool, compromising ! of the validator set is even more difficult. Under normal 
operation, each validator set will have a few new nodes (and a few removed nodes) every 
round, and a validator set is guaranteed to replace all nodes completely every 90 rounds. 
This provides a moving target of random nodes for the attacker to consider and hence, in 
the long run, a sustained attack on the validator set would require the same effort as 
compromising the validation pool itself. 

 

7.1.4! Leader Selection: 

Round leaders in the Tendermint base algorithm are chosen by a deterministic, random, and 
non-choking round-robin algorithm that selects leaders in proportion to their voting power.  
Because we have opted to enforce uniform distribution of vote power, all nodes in the 
GALLACTIC consensus model have an equally likely chance to be round leader every block. 
Again, this makes for the fairest and most robust mechanism for leader selection. 
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7.1.5! Safety and Liveness: 

Safety of a network (in the consensus model context) ensures that data committed to the 
blockchain will never become inconsistent under oversight of the consensus algorithm. For 
the GALLACTIC blockchain, safety is guaranteed by the Tendermint slashing conditions 
whereby if a validation participant is found to be acting in a byzantine manner on the 
network, then their initial bonded stake is set to zero along with their vote power and they 
are removed from the validation pool. 

Since vote power is not proportionate to the amount staked we need to guarantee that 
slashed amounts for poor behavior are always greater than any possible benefit a node could 
gain by acting in a Byzantine manner.  However, because we want to incentivize a very large 
validation pool, the BAPoS model implements a dynamic minimum stake for new entrants 
into the validation pool, which is calculated as follows: 

 

The minimum stake formula in (5) excluding T describes a node’s average expected benefit 
when entering the validation set in any given round. Covering this amount with a minimum 
stake ensures that no node can enter the validator set at any given round and under 
Byzantine action receive a higher benefit than the slashing amount (on average) ceteris 
paribus. The T multiplier reinforces that newcomers (those in the pool that have not yet 
participated in any round validation) have even less incentive to act in a Byzantine manner.  

Generally speaking, under normal chain operation, both Rn and Nn will both approach the 
maximum number of nodes allowed in the validator set. Hence, their division will approach 
1, and the minimum stake reduces to the average fee reward multiplied by T. 

Liveness, on the other hand, guarantees that the consensus algorithm eventually progresses 
to the next safe state. On the GALLACTIC blockchain, liveness is ensured by two 
mechanisms. The first mechanism is the " consensus requirement of the base Tendermint 
algorithm to finalize a single block at a single block height. The other mechanism is that new 
entrants are guaranteed to be able to enter the validator set from the pool and that old 
nodes a removed from the validator set without possibility of the protocol halting. 

The number of physical nodes in the validator set for each round should remain below a 
maximum node tolerance target. For the GALLACTIC mainnet, this tolerance is 90. The 
system can go beyond this tolerance limit but will do so at an efficiency cost in terms of 
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block resolution time. To ensure the range of participant nodes within the validator set at 
any given round remains under (or near to) our node threshold, the GALLACTIC blockchain 
implements a Maximum Power Target (MPT). This target holds two roles: i) it is the 
maximum target amount of aggregate vote power for all participants in the validator set, and 
ii) since it is the target goal, it is the main metric for adjusting the entry and removal of 
validator set participants from one round to the next.  

 

 

Point i) and ii) can be enforced in the “MPT rule” which is formalized as follows: 

 

Based on this, and the fact that all nodes are assigned a uniform vote power of 1, an 
equilibrium of around 90 physical nodes will be in the GALLACTIC mainnet validation set 
during normal operation. 

As mentioned, all new participants who self-elect in a given round are accepted in to the 
validation set for that round. 

For node removal, in addition to the above “MPT rule”, there are five additional rules that 
node removal must adhere to. These five rules (plus the MPT rule) are listed in order of 
precedence below:  
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Diagram A: Validator Set and Validation Pool Flow 

 

7.1.6! Incentivizing a Large Validation Pool - 

For a blockchain network to remain healthy and resilient, it must reach a certain threshold 
of participant nodes. Under Proof of Work, a large set of nodes devoting large amounts of 
hashing power guarantees that anyone interested in disrupting the consensus process must 
do so at an enormous cost equal to (or greater than) the hardware and electricity costs 
already existing on the network.  

Under PoS consensus, security is based solely on the distribution of tokens and the actions 
of the validating participants who hold them. If a single malicious coalition (or a single 
validation participant) has staked more than ! of the network’s token supply, they can 
disrupt consensus (at the cost of their tokens being slashed).  Particularly, if a validation 
pool’s total stake is very small compared to the total value on the network due to low 
participation rates, there exists a risk that a colluding malicious coalition could interrupt 
consensus with less than ! of the network’s token supply. This is less of a worry for us, 
since bad actors can be identified (via their cryptographic signatures) and slashed under 
BAPoS. But more worrisome, a malicious coalition could hijack consensus completely with 
less than " of the total token supply. For example, if the total validation pool stake is only 
10% of the total token supply, it would only require 6.67% = 0.1(") of the token supply to 
achieve consensus. Even at a targeted 20% participation rate, 13.34% could be small enough 
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to pose some risk. Therefore, growing the size of the validation pool quickly, and to a safe 
threshold, is paramount. To accomplish this, GALLACTIC has implemented a model which 
reduces the barriers to entry to encourage participation and incentivize as many nodes as 
possible by setting the required minimum stake for joining the validation pool significantly 
low to promote widespread participation.  

 

7.1.7! Low Barriers to Entry:  

While validation stakes are intended to be economic incentive for participants to cooperate 
and validate data properly on threat of losing their stake when caught acting poorly, low 
staking does not entail increased chances for participant default in our model. Minimum 
stake is dynamically set to cover the base benefit a validator can gain while in the validator 
set. Any additional possible benefit by Byzantine action is offset by the fact that entry into 
the validator set is proportional to a node’s stake amount. Hence if a node has staked only 
the minimum amount, their chance to be elected in the validator set will be extremely low 
and statistically speaking any chance for attack then is similarly low.  

In addition to low staking requirements, under BAPoS there is also very low computational 
requirements (when compared to PoW algorithms). Any modern day personal computer 
with enough storage to keep the blockchain data, and a reliable internet connection can run 
the node software. This fact reduces costs for validators to run allowing more users to 
participate. 

 

7.1.8! Fees: 

Aside from ease of entry, the other way to ensure a high participation rate is to provide 
adequate reward to those acting as validators.  

GALLACTIC will never increase the supply of GTX over 1,000,000,000. Therefore, 
validators must be compensated via network transaction fees alone. Every transaction on 
the GALLACTIC main network will have a required fee attached to it. Generally, fees are 
calculated in the following manner: 

a! Each processed transaction on the network will include a varying number of 
operations that are executed by the network virtual machine 

a! attached to every operation is a pre-set number of computational units (CU - treated 
like Gas on the Ethereum network) 

a! validators vote to set a minimum acceptable price (P) for each CU  

a! storage modifying operations are charged in the transaction fee, however operations 
of pure computation are not charged (only tallied as CU for network computation 
limits) consumers must then pay the aggregated CU for all storage modifying 
operations multiplied by minimum price P (they can pay a higher price if they want) 
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7.1.9! Block Rewards 

In Tendermint, leader selection for each round is done in a pseudo-random round-robin 
manner. Leaders (or block proposers) are incentivized to be honest based on slashing 
conditions. Additionally, block proposers collect the general transaction fees for all 
transaction included in the blocks they propose. This incentivizes a proposer to include as 
many (and the highest valued) transactions as they can in their proposed block to maximize 
network processing efficiency. 

On top of this, the GALLACTIC mainnet reserves 3% (30M) of the total token supply for 
disbursement of block rewards. Block rewards follow the following supply schedule: 

 

 

 

7.1.10!Addressing Nothing at Stake: 

The “nothing-at-stake” problem occurs in consensus models that allow validators to vote 
for multiple conflicting blocks at a given block height without incurring a cost for doing so. 
Voting in such a way can compromise the safety of the network since it would be possible 
for two (possibly conflicting) blocks to gain consensus and be committed. To prevent this 
(following the Tendermint methodology) the BAPoS algorithm slashes the stake of any 
validator who is caught voting more than once at a single block height. Since all validator 
voting activity is cryptographically signed, getting caught for such activities is guaranteed. 

7.1.11!Long Range Attacks: 

Traditional long-range attacks occur when a super majority of validators at some point in a 
blockchain’s history begin concurrently validating an alternate chain from that point on. This 
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alternate chain can hold arbitrary (and possibly inconsistent) transactions. Later, when these 
colluders’ withdrawal their validation stake, they can vote for the alternate chain as the 
primary fork without worry about getting slashed for double voting. 

When the new chain is introduced as an option for new participants coming on to the 
network they will choose to validate the alternate chain over the original since it now has 
the longest/heaviest majority from the historical point of the attack, essentially forcing a 
chain reorganization. 

Tendermint blocks this kind of long range attack implicitly since it has instant block 
finalization. That is to say, once blocks have passed consensus, they are finalized making 
forksand reorganization impossible. 

However, another kind of long range attack involving the " majority of validators publishing 
a blockchain fork after they have unbonded and selling those coins to an unsuspecting party. 
A blockchain participant can avoid this long-range attack by syncing their blockchain 
periodically within the bounds of the unbonding period, only then can they safely validate 
that this nefarious situation has not occurred. 

Therefore, the GALLACTIC protocol requires an extended “unbonding period” whereby 
stakes are locked for a period of time before they are released as token balances to the 
unbonding validator. During this time, if the validator is found to have acted poorly at all, 
their tokens can still be slashed. 

 

7.1.12!Censorship Attacks, Partition Attacks, and Network Unavailability: 

Censorship attacks, partition attacks, and network unavailability can all be classed in a similar 
category since, from a network perspective, it is near impossible to differentiate the 
difference between them. 

Censorship attacks are malicious actions whereby a !+ coalition of validators could halt 
the blockchain by not broadcasting their votes or censoring particular transactions by 
rejecting blocks that include those transactions resulting in a significant proportion of block 
proposals to be rejected. Whereas, partition attacks are similar except that an attacker aims 
at prohibiting other nodes on the network from voting or broadcasting but again resulting 
in possible chain halting or rejection of block proposals. 

In both cases, whether by choice or not, the problem is network unavailability and non-
participation. However, because it is unknown whether an unavailable participant is acting 
maliciously or is simply a victim of circumstance, we do not want to punish them directly via 
slashing, nor do we want to affect their vote power in any permanent manner. 

In the recent Capser proposal, Vitalik Buterin and Virgil Griffith have suggested handling 
these issues by introducing an “inactivity leak” where the deposits of non-participants are 
incrementally decreased until the remaining validation pool stake of active participants is 
large enough to reach consensus. We feel that this approach is novel and effective, so 
GALLACTIC has implemented a very similar approach. 
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7.1.13!Inactivity Leak: 

In the case of BAPoS, voting power is decoupled from stake. Hence rather than 
incrementally decreasing the participant’s stake for every round of inactivity, we instead 
decrease the participant’s vote power. Similarly, when a participant becomes active again 
their vote power is increased by increment until it is restored to its full potential. 

This methodology has several advantages when combined with the other BAPoS 
mechanisms. Specifically, participants with a low rate of activity are naturally less likely to 
become round leaders (and hence receive block rewards), since round leadership selection 
is determined solely by vote power. 

 

7.2! The Network Token And Smart Contract Token Standards (ERC 20, 
ERC 777) 

The GALLACTIC Network token is the GTX. The network token fills a very specific set of 
roles on the blockchain: 

Network tokens are required for network participation. That is to say, every transaction 
has an attached transaction fee that must be provided (see section 11.1.6.2 for fee 
discussion). If this fee is not defined when the transaction is sent, the transaction is 
considered invalid and will be rejected by the network. All transaction fees are denominated 
as the network token (in the case of GALLACTIC, the GTX). 

Network tokens help secure the network by preventing network spam and DDoS attacks. 
Since every transaction requires a fee to process, it would cost a possible attacker a lot of 
value (in tokens) to spam the network with many low value transactions in an attempt to 
produce any kind of denial of service attack. Fee also prevent normal users from sending 
unnecessary transactions. 

Network tokens (as fees) compensate validators for their work. Validators provide integral 
services to the blockchain by holding its data, validating its information, processing its 
transactions, and keeping it secure. This service costs validators time money and 
computational resources (e.g. storage space to store data, processing power to process 
transactions, internet bandwidth, initial token stake, etc.…). Collection of network tokens 
(as fees) helps validators offset these costs. 

Network tokens are used as stake to give validators the right to perform the validation role. 
As such, these tokens are slashed (or burned) if a validator is caught acting in a Byzantine 
manner (trying to cheat). In this way, network tokens help secure the network by aligning 
the incentives of validators to co-operate with the other validators to perform their roles 
in an honest manner. 

Smart contract tokens on the other hand are not tied directly to the network in this manner. 
The logic and rules for these tokens are defined in a smart contract running on top of the 
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network in the application layer. These token contract can be written and configured in any 
manner. To prevent malicious token code, bugs, or unexpected behavior, smart contract 
token standards have begun to emerge in the industry. Most likely the most well-known of 
these standards is ERC-20 and ERC-777.  

These are token standards specifically made for smart contract tokens in the Ethereum 
ecosystem, to allow for expected functionality of a token contract.  
 
Specifically, ERC-20 defines that a token should have the following: 

a! A way to query the token’s total supply 

a! A way to query an account’s token balance 

a! A way to transfer tokens from one account to another account, and 

a! A way to delegate tokens to another account. Allowing that account to transfer 
those tokens on your behalf  

ERC-777 extends this functionality with the following: 

a! Registering other contract to make transfers on your behalf 

a! A way to attach extra data to the transaction 

a! Bug fixes in the ERC-20 protocol 
Since GALLACTIC uses the EVM specification for its initial smart contract implementation 
on the GALLACTIC Mainnet and Open Source Development Chain (see section 11.3.1 
more details), it also is dedicated matching these token standards within its ecosystem where 
the EVM is used. 

7.3! The Application Layer And Smart Contracting: 

The GALLACTIC blockchain is built around flexibility and modularity in a way that can 
accommodate a wide array of smart contract capabilities and specifications. It is our intent 
to support the smart contracting specifications of many of the major chains moving forward: 
Ethereum, Cardano, Neo, EOS, Zilliqa, Qtum, RootStock and others. 

7.3.1! EVM Specification: 

Initially, we have chosen to implement an Ethereum Virtual Machine (EVM) specification for 
smart contracting. Out of all of the possibilities, the EVM was chosen for 3 main reasons: 

It is extremely robust - the EVM has capability to be applied to any use case or business logic 
necessary 

It is tried and tested -  there may be newer and more efficient smart contracting 
specifications on the horizon, but the EVM has been running stably and securely for close to 
4 years 
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It already has standardization and adoption - interaction, tools, and a large developer 
community already exist for the EVM. In light of this GALLACTIC will have a large advantage 
of utilizing the existing ecosystem by choosing the EVM specification from the outset. 

7.3.2! Cross-chain Smart Contract Ecosystem 

GALLACTIC relies on it’s Smart Chain infrastructure to pass contract input state between 
chains within the ecosystem as well as ensure the safety of cross-chain smart contract 
processing. This Smart Chain contract ecosystem provides a suit of contract that are the 
basic template for transferring value between chains and registering and adding new chains 
within the ecosystem for safe interaction. The transaction flow and architecture of these 
ecosystem contracts is called the GALLACTIC Smart Chain Protocol (GSCP). 

GALLACTIC’s Smart Chain interoperation is accomplished by combining the following two 
architectures: 

a! Plasma chain design - Originally proposed by Vitalik Buterin and Joseph Poon, Plasma 
relies entirely on interaction between chains via smart contracts and sharing key-pair 
accounts between networks. This is accomplished by leveraging state channel 
architecture where a child chain’s state is periodically checkpointed to the parent 
through usual state channel settlement. 

a! Efficient light-client technology - An efficient light-client can validate transactions 
from other chains quickly without the need for any chain-data aside from the history 
of that chain’s validator set and the current round of voting results (similar to Single 
Payment Verification clients). 

Like Plasma, GSCP adopts the concept of account sharing between blockchains. Similarly, the 
concept of using smart contracts for chain interaction is also adopted. However, in 
comparison, GSCP does not rely on a state channel settlement flow to resolve states 
between chains. Instead states are passed via transaction parameters upon transaction 
validation. 

 Conversely, in a usual state channel settlement flow, transactions are automatically accepted 
by the network during settlement and if not challenged (during the allotted time) those 
transactions are considered valid and correct. It is some other party’s responsibility to 
challenge transaction results (usually by providing cryptographic proof) if a transaction is 
invalid. This does have a few trade-offs that must be considered. 

The following trade-offs must be accepted when using state channel settlement architecture: 

a! To make the challenge period effective, the challenge time should be extended to 
tens of minutes for small and medium value transactions and possibly longer for large 
valued transactions. This is because a possible challenger should have sufficient time 
to review the current state and be able to react accordingly if necessary. 

a! Since transaction results are accepted as valid by default, there is a risk that an invalid 
state can make it onto the blockchain. For example, in cases where the challenger is 
colluding with the transaction proposer or cases where a malicious actor prevents 
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challengers from interacting with the network. Or simply in cases where no 
challenger is paying attention. 

a! Running a Plasma/state-channel architecture entails the operation and maintenance 
of a separate off-chain transaction management network. This is a significant added 
cost. 

The first trade-off above will affect performance, making cross-chain transactions take tens 
of minutes (or longer) to process. The second trade-off increases the risk of the system 
inconsistency to some non-zero probability. The third, increases the cost of operation 
without extra incentivization for those who participate. 

In light of these trade-offs (especially the security risks of the second case), GSCP will not 
use state channel settlement but instead will handle cross-chain transactions based on the 
usage of an efficient light-client for validating transactions on origin chains before processing 
secondary transactions on a destination chain. 

 

Generally, GSCP has the following transaction flow: 

 

Diagram C: GSCP Transaction Flow Chart 

On this flow, GSCP can securely validate the transactions of origin chains, and access the 
data of these origin transactions. Hence, when a secondary transaction is sent to a 
destination chain with proper reference to the origin transaction (i.e. the origin transaction 
hash), then the original transaction data can be safely imported and used in any number of 
ways on the destination chain. 
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7.4! Permissioning: 

Between the application layer (currently the EVM specification) and the consensus engine, 
we have implemented a fine grained permissioning system for accounts. Accounts can be set 
as:  

i) administrators - which can have low-level permissions to change network parameter 
values,  

ii) validators - which can participate in network block validation,  

iii) developers - which can deploy contracts to the blockchain,  

iv) contract level users - which can call contract methods via transaction, and 

v) users - which can submit transactions to the network 

As mentioned the GALLACTIC EVM is built to observe the Ethereum operation code 
specification. However, with permissioning it is also the case that the GALLACTIC EVM 
asserts that the correct permissions have been granted. Permissioning is enforced via secure 
native functions that run on each node locally, similar to pre-compiled contracts. 

When choosing default permissioning for the GALLACTIC mainnet we considered the 
trade-offs between security, decentralization, and usability. In the end, we decided that the 
default global account permissions are permissions to join the validation pool, and send basic 
transactions to the network, and call contracts. 

This means that the GALLACTIC mainnet is a public chain where anyone can join the 
validator set and send transactions. However, because the GALLACTIC mainnet is 
specialized to fill roles of GTX accounting, cross-chain transaction facilitation, and act as the 
birthplace and security checkpoint for new Smart Chains, we decided to keep contract 
deployment closed. Instead, GALLACTIC will deploy and manage the smart contracts 
necessary to accomplish the required functionality of the mainnet. In this way, the 
GALLACTIC mainnet is guaranteed to facilitate only the required transactions for its 
purpose and no more, keeping it light, efficient and safe. Open smart contract deployment 
is reserved for the GALLACTIC Open Source Development Chain, where 3rd party 
developers are welcome and encouraged to build anything they can imagine. 

With regards to the Admin functionality, it is quite useful for permissioned or private chains 
within the ecosystem. However, for public chains administrator control can be seen as a 
threat to the decentralized nature of a public chain. For this reason, public chains can handle 
the administrator permissions in two ways:  

a! Turn off the administrator permission completely. This can be done at genesis by 
both removing the administrator permissions from global settings and by at 
disallowing any account to be whitelisted with administrator permissions. 
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a! Allow " of validators to fill the administrator role. By giving control to the network’s 
super majority, public chains can make protocol level adjustments with on chain 
governance. For the GALLACTIC mainnet, we have opted to adopt (2) as it is the 
more flexible option. 

7.5! The Ledger 

The GALLACTIC ledger is an innovative form of data registration and distribution. It can 
server for both static data (data storage) and dynamic data (network transactions). Data can 
be stored in the ledger in any combination of three ways: 

a! As unencrypted (or public) data - which can be read by anyone who queries the 
blockchain. This is the usual blockchain configuration. It allows data to be publicly 
auditable and makes for clear transaction and history traceability. 

a! As encrypted (or permissioned) data - which can only be accessed by participants 
that have the proper decryption keys to decrypt that specific data. This allows for 
the storing of sensitive data in a secure manner on the blockchain and providing 
access to only those who have the proper permission. 

a! As hashed data - which is presented alongside the full raw data (encrypted or 
unencrypted) and together with the hashing function to provide proof that the data 
has not been tampered or manipulated in any unintended manner. 

Ledger hashing (in a Merkle tree fashion) is generally done in combination with the original 
data to produce digital 'fingerprints' enabling all data to remain consistent, correct, and 
traceable. 

The ledger is then distributed and replicated on every node running on the blockchain 
network ensuring that any data loss or possible attack on one part of the network is 
mitigated by the rest of the nodes. And since the ledger stores its own entire history on 
itself (in an instantly finalized manner), it is impossible to change any existing entry in the 
ledger even in the event that the consensus mechanism was compromised. In other words, 
the GALLACTIC ledger is provably immutable.!  
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8! GALLACTIC OPEN SOURCE DEVELOPMENT 
ENVIRONMENT 

 

 

8.1! Bridging The Intersection Between Open Source And Blockchain 
Technology 

The basic principle for an open source development process is that by sharing source code, 
developers cooperate under a model of systematic peer-review and take advantage of 
parallel debugging that leads to innovation and rapid advancement of code.  

Open source is the lifeblood of what makes blockchains robust and secure, the blockchains 
of the GALLACTIC ecosystem are no different. 

At GALLACTIC, we strongly believe that a healthy open source community is the primary 
factor in maintaining a sustainable and transparent ecosystem. The ability for 3rd party 
developers to build on the GALLACTIC platform is a win-win and will not only add 
synergistic value but will also lend itself to being the key driver of adoption of blockchain 
technology by consumers and enterprises on a global scale. 

By investing significant efforts in building improved developer tools and leveraging existing 
tools which have stood out as industry bests, GALLACTIC aims to offer participants in its 
Open Source Development Environment an easy way to get started with blockchain 
technology. 
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In addition to tooling and detailed documentation, GALLACTIC has open source developer 
chat groups, tutorials, a dedicated block explorer, and an Open Source Development 
Blockchain built and publicly permissioned to support a wide range of open source projects. 

8.2! Features And Benefits 

GALLACTIC provides a large set of easy to use tools for fast and agile development of smart 
contract applications and personalized blockchains: 

a! Gnet - a Dapp framework 
a! Intergallactic - Javascript API for network interaction 
a! Gallactickeys - account generation, keystores, and account management 
a! Hubblescan - a GALLACTIC Blockchain Explorer 
a! the GALLACTIC Developer Documentation 
a! the GALLACTIC Developer Chat 
a! the GALLACTIC Public Repository 
a! the GALLACTIC Smart Contract IDE 
a! the GALLACTIC Advanced Blockchain Development Toolset 
a! the GALLACTIC Open Source Development Blockchain 

8.2.1! Gnet 

Gnet is a simple framework for developing smart contracts in the GALLACTIC ecosystem. 
It provides a simple interface for: 

a! installing and running a GALLACTIC based blockchain, 

a! compiling EVM compatible smart contracts (other contracting VMs to be supported) 

a! simple smart contract deployment to the network 

a! smart contract calling and testing 

8.2.2! Intergallactic 

Intergallactic is a set of Javascript API libraries and utilities for interacting with the 
GALLACTIC ecosystem. They include high level interaction for: 

a! encoding/decoding and cryptographic utilities 

a! network data access and interface 

a! node based account management and data interface 

a! transaction building 

a! smart contract interface 

a! simple transaction sending 

a! account and transaction querying 

a! event subscription 
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8.2.3! Gallactickeys 

Gallacticrkeys is a library for key creation, management, and transaction signing: 

a! ECDSA ed25519 curve implementation 

a! checksum address for immediate address validation 

a! simple key-pair generation 

a! HD wallet key-pair generation based on mnemonic and seed 

a! offline/local transaction signing 

8.2.4! Hubblescan the GALLACTIC Block Explorer 

Hubblescan is a well-maintained block explorer to easily monitor the activity of the 
GALLACTIC ecosystem 

a! lookup transaction history and block details based on account, transaction ID, or 
block hash 

a! check network status of transactions 

a! see network activity statistics, validator information, and node distribution 

a! support for all chains within the GALLACTIC ecosystem 

8.2.5! The GALLACTIC Developer Documentation 

Up-to-date and versioned documentation for GALLACTIC blockchain deployment and 
integration, API’s, smart contracting environment, and developer tools hosted on the 
GALLACTIC wiki page (https://github.com/gallactic/gallactic/wiki) 

8.2.6! GALLACTIC Developer Chat 

a! Development centric chat group for enthusiasts and hard-core developers to discuss 
what is happening in the GALLACTIC ecosystem.  

a! Hosted on our own Rocket Chat instance, https://rocket.chat 

8.2.7! GALLACTIC Public Repository 

a! All of the GALLACTIC source code is housed and open to the public at 
https://github.com/gallactic 

a! Hosts the GALLACTIC mainnet source code, open source tools, Smart chain 
contracts for interoperability, etc... 

a! also hosts a number of standardized smart contract templates (token contracts ERC-
20, ERC-777, crowdfund contracts, eternal storage, etc...) along with GALLACTIC 
compatible blockchain architectures 
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8.2.8! GALLACTIC Smart Contract IDE 

a! a lightweight integrated development environment for fast writing and testing of 
smart contracts 

a! compatible with the latest Solidity version and solc compiler 

a! can be run in a browser for ease of use 

a! maintained by GALLACTIC to ensure high standards of compatibility 

8.2.9! GALLACTIC Advanced Blockchain Development Toolset 

a! A development suite aimed at making smart contract and blockchain solution 
deployment as easy as dragging and dropping elements on a webpage. Spinning up 
new chains and deploying smart contracts for your product can be done in a few 
simple clicks. 

a! This allows the vast majority of existing businesses to participate in the blockchain 
economy without spending the time and resources usually required for blockchain 
development. 

a! This can be seen as Blockchain as a service (or Smart Contracts as a service) and will 
be offered as a value-added feature whereby GALLACTIC charges for the 
provisioning and maintenance of resources necessary to support these solutions. 

8.2.10!GALLACTIC Open Source Development Blockchain 

a! For those willing (or wanting) to dive in and create their own projects from the 
ground up, GALLACTIC will provide a blockchain devoted solely to open source 
projects 

a! Permissioning on this chain allows for anyone to write and deploy smart contracts 
as well as interact with these contracts freely 

a! 3rd parties are invited to use this chain for any open source project built in the 
GALLACTIC ecosystem 

a! The Open Source Development Chain will be fully integrated and interoperable with 
the GALLACTIC mainnet for value passing and checkpointing. 
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9! GALLACTIC CROWDSALE 

LENGTH OF CROWDSALE    :   60 DAYS (60 Days) 

CROWDSALE START DATE   :   1st OCTOBER 2018 : 12pm (GMT + 
7) 

CROWDSALE END DATE    :  29th NOVEMBER 2018 : 12pm (GMT 
+ 7) 

TOKEN ALLOCATION FOR THE CROWDSALE :  400 MILLION TOKENS (40% of the 
total supply) 

9.1! The Gallactic Crowdsale Explained 

We strongly believe that a healthy crowdsale model should facilitate a smooth transition 
into open markets by finding an accurate price for a network’s token on those markets. 
With this as our primary guiding principle, the GALLACTIC crowdsale will follow a uniform 
price Dutch auction format, similar to the crowdsales run previously by the Gnosis and 
Raiden projects.  

We feel that this model does several things well:  

i.! it provides a range of price outcomes so that the open market can accurately price 
in a token’s value while at the same time providing certainty of valuation,  

ii.! when structured properly can provides an adequate window for fair participation 
(which does not guarantee certainty of participation but does go a long way to 
provide an adequate live sale period), and lastly  

iii.! it retains high sale efficiency.  
To fit these requirements, we plan on capping the amount raised responsibly as to maximize 
the possibility of public issuance during the sale and allow for a reasonable possible sale 
period1.   

!  
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9.2! The Dutch Auction Model 

Generally, the Dutch auction is a method of offering tokens whereby the price is reduced 
over time until a buyer is found. To add to this, a uniform price Dutch auction also includes 
the caveat that all participants only pay the same lowest ending price.  

The reduction of price over time means that everyone has the chance to enter the sale at 
the time (and price) they feel is fair. Upon entry they are guaranteed to get the current price 
or lower for their contribution.  

Conversely, if the sale ends before a participant enters, then those participants who have 
abstained from entering thus far have done so rightfully (since the ending price was clearly 
higher than the price they are willing to pay). 

9.3! The GALLACTIC Network, Foundation And Website 

The GALLACTIC network source code, development, and maintenance will be handled and 
managed by the GALLACTIC Foundation. This is a non for profit organization devoted solely 
to maintaining a healthy and robust ecosystem and development community surrounding 
the GALLACTIC network. 

To ensure maximum transparency and trust in the GALLACTIC Crowdsale, we will be 
utilising the Ethereum blockchain to run the sale. All contributors will be allocated the 
relevant number of ERC-20 compatible GTX tokens that can be redeemed for GTX tokens 
on the GALLACTIC Blockchain once it goes live. Because the GALLACTIC Network 
Crowdsale will be implemented on the Ethereum network via smart contract, ETH will be 
required for participation and is the only directly accepted contribution form. 

Preliminary to the genesis of the GALLACTIC blockchain, placeholder GTX tokens will be 
created in an ERC-20 standard contract for the purpose of the crowd sale. 400 million 
(400M) of these ERC-20 tokens will be allocated to the GALLACTIC Crowdsale contract 
for public distribution. This 400M represents 40% of the total GALLACTIC token supply. 

Before the crowdsale commences, we will be releasing a number of detailed documents, 
videos, and live feeds enabling contributors to ask questions, engage with us and learn in full 
how to participate in the GALLACTIC crowdsale. Throughout the entire crowdsale, 
GALLACTIC will have 24/7 support through all our social channels and a dedicated 24 hour 
Telegram group where our crowdsale managers will be able to assist contributors in their 
participation. Additionally, the GALLACTIC crowdsale will have an official website, where 
potential participants can go to gather the aforementioned information about the project.  

During the sale, the website will provide a simple Dapp to participate, and display real time 
metrics on the sale progress. 

After the sale has finished (and before the GALLACTIC mainnet has begun operation), a 
secondary migration smart contract will be available (for more details see the ‘Migration’ 
section below). This contract will allow users to migrate their ERC-20 placeholder tokens 
and redeem them for actual GTX tokens on the GALLACTIC network. 
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9.4! The Raise Cap 

Given a total allocation of 400M tokens, the GALLACTIC crowdsale has set a single hard 
cap raise of $100 million USD (to be denominated in ETH where USD to ETH rates are 
determined 1 week before the sale). This hard cap choice is not arbitrary. It is firstly a long 
stretch goal for our proposed project budget to support development and innovation of the 
GALLACTIC network. However, just as important, when combined with the sale pricing 
function (see the next section), this number ensures the maximum possibility for public 
allocation. 

As with crowdsales in the past, the Dutch auction model has a risk that many (or most) of 
the tokens can return to the issuer after the sale has finished. We want to minimize this risk 
as much as possible while at the same time allowing for the possibility of letting the open 
market price the token accurately. 

9.5! The Price Function 

If we take the Gnosis project sale as comparison, the company retained nearly 96% of the 
token supply and only distributed 4% of the tokens to the public. This was a largely due to 
two factors: i) the price curve of the Gnosis sale was far to step in the beginning making a 
chance for very high final prices if the sale were to end very early, and ii)  there was a 
relatively very small raise cap (only $12.5M) in comparison to the price curve and number 
of tokens available. 

To counteract this kind of scenario, the GALLACTIC crowdsale will also adopt the following 
pricing function to achieve reasonable maxima and minima: 

 

With the following stipulations: 

1) P is the price of ETH (to be determined a week before the sale starts) 

2) 345600 is the approximate number of blocks in a 60 day period 
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In the above example curve we have assumed an ETH price of $600 USD. But no matter 
the ETH price at the time of the actual sale, a maximum initial price of near $5 USD and a 
minimum settling price of near $0.25 USD will be retained.  

These parameters combined with the $100M hard cap will help minimize the chance for a 
disproportionately small public distribution.  

In the most extreme case of reaching the hard cap within the first block of the sale, this 
curve guarantees that 80M (8%) of the tokens are distributed. 

Public distribution gets progressively better until all 400M (40%) tokens are publicly 
distributed if the hard cap is reached at exactly the last block of the sale. 

The $100M hard cap makes this extreme scenario much less likely, but in case the cap is 
reached early any remaining tokens are returned to GALLACTIC as the issuer. Similarly, in 
the case of low participation, all remaining tokens are returned to GALLACTIC.  

In this way, our implementation accommodates any outcome the of the open market 
conditions in the most equitable manner. 

9.6! The Bidding Phase 

At any point during the sale period, if participant sends a certain amount of ETH to the sale 
contract, they will know the following information: 

a! they know the maximum possible price and maximum value of all tokens at the end 
of the auction (maximum, as these can only decline further during the auction) 

a! the minimum number of tokens they will receive (again this can only go up as the 
price drops over time) 

Every bid increases the total amount of ETH sent to the auction thereby increasing the 
possibility of the sale ending either by achieving the hard cap limit or by reaching the sale 
period end. 

9.7! The Sale End 

The sale has 2 termination conditions: 

a! The hard cap is reached. In this case the sale ends immediately at the current block’s 
calculated price per ETH and a number of tokens will be claimable by each participant 
according to their contribution. 

a! The sale block duration has been reached. In this case the sale ends at the final sale 
block’s calculated price per ETH, and again tokens are claimable according to each 
account’s contribution. 
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The price at which the sale ends is the final price for calculating all participants’ claimable 
tokens. Each contributor gets a number of GTX tokens equal to the total ETH sent with 
their participation bid(s), divided by the final sale price. 

9.8! Token Distribution 

The following two weeks after the sale end will be used to run an audit on the crowdsale 
results and allows for review before finalization of the sale. 

After finalization, GALLACTIC ERC-20 placeholder tokens will be claimable by participants 
and can be freely transferred. It is also at this point that we will launch our exchange listing 
for trading of tokens. 

 

 

 

9.9! Migration 

Because we are utilising the Ethereum blockchain to manage our crowdsale, the ERC-20 
compliant tokens that will be distributed during the sale will be able to be freely-traded on 
exchanges by the token holders up until 45 days after the sale has ended. Thereafter, the 
GALLACTIC mainnet genesis event will occur and token balances on the Ethereum network 
will need to be migrated. 

At this time, GALLACTIC ERC-20 placeholder tokens will cease to to be freely-transferable 
and instead will only be transferable to a GALLACTIC deployed migration smart contract.  

This initial transaction of sending tokens to the migration smart contract is the first step in 
the process of redeeming GALLACTIC tokens on the GALLACTIC main network. To 
successfully complete token migration, a secondary process on the GALLACTIC network 
will be required. Directions and tutorials for this process will be provided in due time 
through official GALLACTIC channels.  

The GALLACTIC’s next-generation blockchain technology 

The GALLACTIC Ecosystem comprising: GALLACTIC (the GALLACTIC main 
network), internal Smart Chains (representing compartmentalized products and 
service verticals running on the GALLACTIC protocol), and external facing Smart 
Chains (representing chains that implement, integrate, and interoperate with 
external blockchain network protocols).  

An Open Source Development Environment comprising the Open Source 
Development Chain, Open Source Development Toolbox which will be geared to 
support the Open Source Development Community  

GALLACTIC’s Management Team, Technical Delivery Teams and Advisors have always been 
keen to pursue deeper involvement with start-ups (in the global blockchain community) to 
materialize growing ambitions to take passions & interests from ideation to 
commercialization. Nurturing such connections by including them in the Open Source 
Development Environment and GALLACTIC Ecosystem, GALLACTIC foresees itself adding 
significant value to the launching of promising projects in its Eco-System. 

5.6 GALLACTIC Blockchain Project Roadmap 

Having envisioned our Stakeholders (Users) being well served in the GALLACTIC 
blockchain architecture space, where mutually supportive relationships will solidify amongst 
developers, business owners, digital currency owners and entrepreneurs, the GALLACTIC 
Blockchain Project Roadmap was subsequently developed with their Use Case Scenarios in 
mind. We will to focus on building solutions for healthy ecosystems and interoperation while 
remaining agile in a competitive market. 

 

GALLACTIC will provide quarterly reports to update all stakeholders of the project 
regarding the roadmap updates. This will include current developments, forecast vs. current 
and latest updates. 

2018

2018

2019

2019

2020

2020

2017

Q4 2017, Q1 & Q2 2018

- Plans to Conceive, build, and
  deploy the future of decentralized
  architecture.

- Begins alpha development of
  of blockchain and tools

- Gallactic Public Chain
  ( testnet Launch )
- API Library
- Block Explorer
- Dapp Framework Beta

- Crowdsale
- GTX listed on global exchanges
- OS Dev Chain Beta

- OS Dev Advanced toolbox (Q3)
- Gallactic Public Chain 2.0 (Q4)
- Cosmos Smart Chain 1.0 (Q4)

- NEO Smart Chian 1.0 (Q1)
- Gallactic Public Chain 3.0 (Q2)

- Gallactic Public Chain 1.0 Mainnet
  Launch (Q1)
- Block Explorer 1.0 (Q1)
- OS Dev Chain Launch (Q2)
- Dapp/API 1.0 (Q.2)

- Ethereum Smart Chain 1.0 (Q1)
- Cardano Smart Chain 1.0 (Q3)
- Polkadot Smart Chain 1.0 (Q4)

THE GALLACTIC BLOCKCHAIN ROADMAP 
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After migration, the GALLACTIC network will no longer have any connection or 
relationship to the Ethereum blockchain. 

9.10!  Crowdsale Funds Allocation 

GALLACTIC has planned an ambitious yet rapid expansion rate of it’s technology deployment and 
engineering talent growth from the crowdfund raise. We intend to use the funds raised to accelerate 
the growth of our roadmap goals, as well as build the next generation developer platform for the 
blockchain of the future.  
 
Engineering is the lifeblood of our business, our blockchain ‘lab assistants’ and the GALLACTIC 
engineering team will be rapidly expanded. We will begin an extended development schedule that 
includes constant upgrades, improvements and security enhancements to the core codebase, as well 
as beginning to build our developer relations teams and commence work on our drag and drop Smart 
Contract deployment platform.  
 
Our aim is to make blockchain technology as easy to develop on as a standard mobile application or 
database driven web platforms. We have created a number of tools that our in-house development 
teams have been utilising and testing during our blockchain development phase, which we plan to build 
out into full end-user compatible tools and release to the public as open source projects. 
 
With full transparency we will release a detailed roadmap document and technical specification paper 
for the blockchain architecture before the crowdsale commences, allowing contributors to gain a full 
insight and due diligence into our revolutionary technology. 
 
 

 

 

6 GALLACTIC BLOCKCHAIN ARCHITECTURE 

 

 

The core technology initiatives of the GALLACTIC Blockchain Project will focus on 
delivering: 

the GALLACTIC Blockchain Technology implementation layer which includes 
interoperation protocol, robust consensus implementations, configurable storage 
options, support for multiple smart contract protocols, a fine grained permissioning 
system, and secure cryptographic account and system security. 

Using a configuration of the above technology the launch of GALLACTIC’s main 
network. 

GALLACTIC’s open source development platform and tool set. 

and the GALLACTIC Ecosystem of chains and interfaces:  

GALLACTIC digital wallet,  
Dapp interfaces, 
GALLACTIC Open Source Development Chain 
a multitude of internal and external connecting Smart Chains 

Open
Source
Development
Chain

GALLACTIC  (Mainnet)

TOKEN
SMART CONSENSUS LEDGER

CONTRACTS

BLOCK 

EXPLORER

DAPP DEVT. 

FRAMEWORK

DEVELOPER

DOCUMENTATION

API
LIBRARIES

OPEN SOURCE DEVELOPMENT ENVIRONMENT

OPEN SOURCE DEVELOPMENT CHAIN

welcome
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10! GALLACTIC GOVERNANCE 

The use of GTX assets is in line with the principles of openness and transparency. According 
to the principle of distribution and budget, GALLACTIC will set up a separate account and 
digital asset wallet address used by depository institutions for digital assets supervision and 
regularly share audit information of these accounts to the community. The primary use of 
revenue from public sale is allocated as follows: 

 

10.1!  Fund Usage Restrictions 

Activation of any amount exceeding the value of USD 100K (or equivalent digital assets) 
requires approval by the head of the financial unit and the Secretary General. 

Any amount over USD500K (or equivalent digital assets) will need to be approved by the 
policy-making Committee. 

10.2!  Financial Planning & Implementation Reports 

Each quarter, the financial and personnel management Committee will prepare a financial 
planning document that summarizes the last quarter’s financial performance. The formation 
of financial reports will be submitted to the decision-making Committee for approval. 

10.3!  Digital Asset Management 

The digital assets belonging to the Foundation are appointed by the strategic decision 
Committee, and full-time financial personnel are responsible for the monitoring, accounting, 
and deploying these funds. Following the best practices of financial control, the Foundation 
adopts multiple signatures to ensure the safety of its digital assets from loss, theft, and 
unilateral appropriation. All tokens collected and allocated through the Crowdsale event or 
otherwise managed by the Foundation will be stored and transferred, in a timely manner, to 
the Foundation’s digital wallet. Foundation assets are not deposited in individual accounts. 

10.4!  Digital Wallet Management 

The majority of the GALLACTIC Foundation's latent digital assets are held in M of N multi 
signature wallets, that are configured and deployed in cold storage. Any activated funds are 
moved to hot wallet that still employ mulitsig standards. 

Adding Signatures to any foundation controlling wallet is subject to the approval of the 
strategic decision Committee.  
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10.5!  Legal Affairs 

GALLACTIC will commission a trusted third-party organization to set up a Foundation entity 
in Singapore. All operations will be subject to local laws, regulations and regulatory 
requirements. 

10.6!  Common Criteria (Security Target) 

GALLACTIC, GALLACTIC’S Target of Evaluation (TOE) is compliant with the Common 
Criteria (CC) Version 3.1, Security functional requirements (Part 2) conformant for 
Evaluation Assurance Level (EAL) 2. 

Products and services within the GALLACTIC ecosystem will run separately and 
concurrently on their own compartmentalized blockchains to produce an unparalleled level 
of customization and transaction output. 

All stored data, validator action, and network transactions are secured through industrial 
grade cryptography and can be run by anyone on servers and devices around the world, 
creating a truly decentralized global network. 

This Security Target (ST) defines a set of assumptions about the aspects of the environment, 
a list of threats that the TOE intends to counter, a set of security objectives, a set of security 
requirements and the IT security functions provided by the TOE which meet the set of 
requirements. 

The language used in this Security Target is consistent with the Common Criteria for 
Information Technology Security Evaluation, Version 3.1, the ISO/IEC 15408. 

This Security Target defines the requirements for the GALLACTIC mainnet – a 
Cryptographic System which facilitates value transfer, transaction safety, and interoperability 
for the whole GALLACTIC platform. 

The GALLACTIC mainnet is intended to perform the following roles: 

`!  serving as the base chain for the GALLACTIC network GTX token, 

`! facilitating transactions between chains, 

`! acting as a source of security for chains to checkpoint upon, and 

`! being a launching pad for new chain creations 
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10.6.1!Usage and Majority Security Features of the TOE 

Performance and security of current blockchain models are improved via the GALLACTIC 
Blockchain’s multi-chain architecture. Potentially, large industry barriers will be addressed: 
scalability, transaction costs, interoperability, painful network upgrades, and protocol 
dependency. 

User Accounts: 

`! One role to secure user accounts using cryptography to ensure full scale User data 
integrity 

`! can be used to guarantee User Identity since only a User who holds a Private key 
can be identified as the unique of that account which can be validated on the 
network 

`! cryptographic signing of transactions is used to guarantee transaction data integrity 

Data Security (Blockchain): 

`! Byzantine fault tolerance - up to one third of all of the nodes on a blockchain 
network can be bad actors and security is still ensured 

`! Merkle structure ensures immutability of data - root hashes and validating data with 
them (root hashes) ensures that all data across nodes is consistent 

10.7!  Iso 27001 Certification 

Implementing ISO 27001 has enabled the provision of relevant information about IT 
security and has also enabled GALLACTIC to demonstrate due diligence.  

To spearhead the GALLACTIC Blockchain Project, GALLACTIC will continue to improve 
its IT information security system quality assurance (QA) and increase security awareness 
among employees, customers, vendors, etc., pertinent areas such as increased IT and 
business alignment, working within a process framework for IT security implementation 
and the determination of the status of information security and degree of compliance with 
security policies, directives and standards. 
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11!GENERAL QUESTIONS 

11.1!  The Gallactic Network Crowdsale Explained 

 
We strongly believe that a healthy crowdsale model should facilitate a smooth transition 
into open markets by finding an accurate price for a network’s token on those markets. 
With this as our primary guiding principle, the Gallactic crowdsale will follow a uniform price 
Dutch auction format, similar to the crowdsales run previously by the Gnosis and Raiden 
projects. 
 
We feel that this model does several things well: 
it provides a range of price outcomes so that the open market can accurately price in a 
token’s value while at the same time providing certainty of valuation, 
when structured properly can provides an adequate window for fair participation (which 
does not guarantee certainty of participation but does go a long way to provide an adequate 
live sale period), and lastly 
it retains high sale efficiency. 
 
To fit these requirements, we plan on capping the amount raised responsibly as to maximize 
the possibility of public issuance during the sale and allow for a reasonable possible sale 
period. 
 
 

11.2!  What Is The Dutch Auction Model? 

 
Generally, the Dutch auction is a method of offering tokens whereby the price is reduced 
over time until a buyer is found. To add to this, a uniform price Dutch auction also includes 
the caveat that all participants only pay the same lowest ending price. 
 
The reduction of price over time means that everyone has the chance to enter the sale at 
the time (and price) they feel is fair. Upon entry they are guaranteed to get the current price 
or lower for their contribution. 
 
Conversely, if the sale ends before a participant enters, then those participants who have 
abstained from entering thus far have done so rightfully (since the ending price was clearly 
higher than the price they are willing to pay). 

 

11.3! What Is The Gallactic Network 

The Gallactic network source code, development, and maintenance will be handled and 
managed by the Gallactic network. This is an organization devoted solely to maintaining a 
healthy and robust ecosystem and development community surrounding the Gallactic 
network. 
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11.4!  What Is The Total Supply Of The Gallactic Tokens? 

Preliminary to the genesis of the Gallactic blockchain, placeholder GTX tokens will be 
created in an ERC-20 standard contract for the purpose of the crowd sale. 400 million 
(400M) of these ERC-20 tokens will be allocated to the Gallactic Crowdsale contract for 
public distribution. This 400M represents 40% of the total Gallactic token supply. 
  

11.5!  How Can Contributors Participate In The Gallactic Crowdsale? 

Before the crowdsale commences, we will be releasing a number of detailed documents, 
videos, and live feeds enabling contributors to ask questions, engage with us and learn in full 
how to participate in the Gallactic crowdsale. Throughout the entire crowdsale, Gallactic 
will have 24/7 support through all our social channels and a dedicated 24-hour Telegram 
group where our crowdsale managers will be able to assist contributors in their 
participation. 

  

11.6!  Does Gallactic Have An Official Website? 

The Gallactic crowdsale's official website is, www.gallactic.io, where potential participants 
can go to gather the aforementioned information about the project. 
During the sale, the website will provide a simple Dapp to participate, and display real time 
metrics on the sale progress. 
  

11.7!  What Happens After The Crowdsale Finishes? 

Fom DEC 15th 2018 users can claim tokens and then migrate from Jan 15th 2019.When the 
sale has finished (and before the Gallactic mainnet has begun operation), a secondary 
migration smart contract will be available. This contract will allow users to migrate their 
ERC-20 placeholder tokens and redeem them for actual GTX tokens on the Gallactic 
network. 

11.8!  What Is The Hard Cap? 

 Given a total allocation of 400M tokens, the Gallactic crowdsale has set a single hard cap 
raise of $100 million USD (to be denominated in ETH where USD to ETH rates are 
determined 1 week before the sale). This hard cap choice is not arbitrary. It is firstly a long 
stretch goal for our proposed project budget to support development and innovation of the 
Gallactic network. However, just as important, when combined with the sale pricing function 
(see the next section), this number ensures the maximum possibility for public allocation. 
 
As with crowdsales in the past, the Dutch auction model has a risk that many (or most) of 
the tokens can return to the issuer after the sale has finished. We want to minimize this risk 
as much as possible while at the same time allowing for the possibility of letting the open 
market price the token accurately. 
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11.9!  Why $100 Million As A Hard Cap? 

These parameters combined with the $100M hard cap will help minimize the chance for a 
disproportionately small public distribution and to ensure we reach our project funding 
goals. 
 
When can we reach the hard cap? Anytime form the first to the last block of the sale. In 
the most extreme case of reaching the hard cap within the first block of the sale, this curve 
guarantees that 80M (8%) of the tokens are distributed. 

 

11.10!What Happens If The Hard Cap Is Reached Before The Closing  
Period? 

The sale ends and the realised price at that block of saleis the final minimum price per GTX 
for claiming. 
 
  

11.11!What Will Happen To The Remaining Token After Reaching Our 
Hard Cap? 

  
The $100M hard cap makes this extreme scenario much less likely, but in case the cap is 
reached early any remaining tokens are returned to Gallactic as the issuer. Similarly, in the 
case of low participation, all remaining tokens are returned to Gallactic. 
 
In this way, our implementation accommodates any outcome resulting from open market 
conditions in the most equitable manner. 
  

11.12! What Is The Bidding Phase? 

it is the part of the sale where you can bid to obtain GTX. At any point during the sale period, 
if a participant sends a certain amount of ETH to the sale contract, they will know the 
following information: 
 

•  they know the maximum possible price and maximum value of all tokens at the end  
of the auction (maximum, as these can only decline further during the auction) 

 
•  the minimum number of tokens they will receive (again this can only go up as the 
price drops over time) 
 
Every bid increases the total amount of ETH sent to the auction thereby increasing the 
possibility of the sale ending either by achieving the hard cap limit or by reaching the sale 
period end. 
The sale has 2 termination conditions: 
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11.13! When Will The Sale Terminate? 

  
• The hard cap is reached. In this case the sale ends immediately at the current block’s 
calculated price per ETH and a number of tokens will be claimable by each participant 
according to their contribution. 
 
• The sale block duration has been reached. In this case the sale ends at the final sale 
block’s calculated price per ETH, and again tokens are claimable according to each account’s 
contribution. 
 
The price at which the sale ends is the final price for calculating all participants’ claimable 
tokens. Each contributor gets a number of GTX tokens equal to the total ETH sent with 
their participation bid(s), divided by the final sale price. 
  

11.14! When Will The Gallactic Mainnet Genesis Event Take Place? 

Because we are utilising the Ethereum blockchain to manage our crowdsale, the ERC-20 
compliant tokens that will be distributed during the sale will be able to be freely-traded on 
exchanges by the token holders up until 45 days after the sale has ended. Thereafter, the 
Gallactic mainnet genesis event will occur and token balances on the Ethereum network will 
need to be migrated, this is slated for Jan 15th 2019 
 
At this time, Gallactic ERC-20 placeholder tokens will cease to be freely-transferable and 
instead will only be transferable to a Gallactic deployed migration smart contract. 
  
 
 
 

11.15! What Is The First Step In The Process Of The Migration? 

 This initial transaction of sending tokens to the migration smart contract is the first step in 
the process of redeeming Gallactic tokens on the Gallactic main network. To successfully 
complete token migration, a secondary process on the Gallactic network will be required. 
Directions and tutorials for this process will be provided in due time through official Gallactic 
channels. 
 
Is there any connection between Gallactic and the Ethereum blockchain after the migration? 
After migration, the Gallactic network will no longer have any connection or relationship to 
the Ethereum blockchain. 
 
  

11.16! When Will The Token Distribution Start? 

The two weeks after the sale end will be used to run an audit on the crowdsale results and   
allows for review before finalization of the sale. 
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After finalization, Gallactic ERC-20 placeholder tokens will be claimable by participants and 
can be freely transferred. It is also at this point that we will launch our exchange listing for 
trading of tokens. 
  

11.17! What Is GALLACTIC? 

The GALLACTIC Blockchain Project focuses on empowering users with freedom through 
blockchain technology. There are many forms of freedom that GALLACTIC can provide, 
powered by our next- generation consensus technology, we aim to provide virtually unlimited 
scalability and unprecedented speed that allows blockchain entrepreneurs to power their 
ideas and build a new standard in decentralized applications. 
 
 

11.18! What Is GALLACTIC's Goal?  

We are striving to produce the technology of the now that will drive the trust of tomorrow. 
Our revolutionary blockchain technology is built on a robust architecture that has been 
engineered to cope with the strains that other blockchains are incapable of achieving. 
  

11.19! What Is GALLACTIC's Purpose? 

The successful development and deployment of the GALLACTIC architecture is aimed at 
resolving the most pressing challenges and limitations of existing blockchains (such as 
scalability, security, customization, and interoperability), while addressing the gaps in the 
support for new and existing blockchain adoption 
scenarios in both existing and new businesses. 

11.20! How Is  GALLACTIC Different? 

In the Blockchain Industry that we know today, thousands of new and existing businesses are 
embracing blockchain technology due to the attractiveness of various technology-initiated 
benefits such as a more efficient and transparent way for businesses to access data and 
information, coupled with the excitement of being accorded the opportunity to create new 
digital currencies. In this rapidly expanding scenario, GALLACTIC has uniquely positioned 
itself to capitalize on the increasingly sophisticated needs of blockchain adopters, with its 
robust and innovative blockchain architecture. 
  

11.21! Gallactic's Ecosystem 

The GALLACTIC mainnet fills a specific role in the ecosystem by being the originating and 
moderating source network for GTXs, acting as the supporting network for ecosystem 
security, and being a facilitator of transactions and transfers between other smart chains. As 
such, the GALLACTIC mainnet must remain as robust and resilient as possible while 
maintaining a high level of performance. In addition to the GALLACTIC mainnet, there will 
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be a healthy ecosystem of various smart chains, internal chains for services & products and 
external facing chanins for interoperability with other networworks such as Neo, 
Cardano, Eos and Ethereum 
 
 

11.22! What Is The GALLACTIC Mainnet Role In The Ecosystem Role 

To serve as the base chain for the GALLACTIC network GTX token, to facilitate transactions 
between chains, to act as a source of security for chains to checkpoint upon, and being a 
launching pad for new chain creations. 
  

11.23! Crowdsale Funding Allocation Model: 

Features: 
 
Gallactic has planned an ambitious yet rapid expansion rate of its technology deployment and 
engineering talent growth from the crowdfund raise. We intend to use the funds raised to 
accelerate the growth of our roadmap goals, as well as build the next generation developer 
platform for the blockchain of the future. 
 
Engineering is the lifeblood of our business, our blockchain ‘lab assistants’ and the Gallactic 
engineering team will be rapidly expanded. We will begin an extended development schedule 
that includes constant upgrades, improvements and security enhancements to the core 
codebase, as well as beginning to build our developer relations teams and commence work 
on our drag and drop Smart Contract deployment platform. 
 
Our aim is to make blockchain technology as easy to develop on as a standard mobile 
application or database driven web platforms. We have created a number of tools that our 
in-house development teams have been utilising and testing during our blockchain 
development phase, which we plan to build out into full end-user compatible tools and release 
to the public as open source projects. 
 
With full transparency we will release a detailed roadmap document and technical 
specification paper for the blockchain architecture before the crowdsale commences, 
allowing contributors to gain a full insight and due diligence into our revolutionary 
technology. 
 
The Gallactic blockchain is a blockchain platform that incorporates both Smart Contracts 
and Ledgers into its ecosystem. Transfers GTX anywhere in the world at any time. All 
information concerning the GTX money supply itself is readily available on the blockchain 
for anybody to verify and use in real-time. No individual or organization can control or 
manipulate the Gallactic protocol because it is cryptographically secure, with smart chains 
allowing for unprecedented flexibility. 
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11.24! The Network Token 

  
The GALLACTIC Network token is the GTX. The network token fills a very specific set of 
roles on the blockchain: 
 
Network tokens are required for network participation. That is to say, every transaction 
has an attached transaction fee that must be provided (see section 11.1.6.2 for fee 
discussion). If this fee is not defined when the transaction is sent, the transaction is 
considered invalid and will be rejected by the network. All transaction fees are denominated 
as the network token (in the case of GALLACTIC, the GTX). 
  
Post-CROWDSALE Window Token Distribution 
 
To ensure maximum transparency and trust in the Gallactic Crowdsale, we will be utilising 
the Ethereum blockchain to run the sale. All contributors will be allocated the relevant 
number of ERC-20 compatible GTX tokens that can be redeemed for GTX tokens on the 
Gallactic Blockchain once it goes live, the claiming of which will start on DEC 15th 2018 
fininishuing Jan 15th 2019. Because the Gallactic Network Crowdsale will be implemented 
on the Ethereum network via smart contract, ETH will be required for participation and is 
the only directly accepted contribution form.Gallactic Blockchain. 
 

 

Registration Country: Singapore 

Registration Year: 2018 

Office Address: Level 58, Republic Plaza 9 Raffles Place 048619 
Singapore 

Ticker / Name: Gtx 

Type: Network-Token 

Token Standard: Erc-20 

Accepted Currencies: Eth 

For General Inquiries: Info@Gallactic.Io 

Is it KYC required: Yes 

 

 


